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Abstract

The paper proposes a heuristic instance reduction algorithm as an approach to machine learning and knowledge discovery in centralized and distributed databases. The proposed algorithm is based on an original method for a selection of reference instances and creates a reduced training dataset. The reduced training set consisting of selected instances can be used as an input for the machine learning algorithms used for data mining tasks. The algorithm calculates for each instance in the data set the value of its similarity coefficient. Values of the coefficient are used to group instances into clusters. The number of clusters depends on the value of the so called representation level set by the user. Out of each cluster only a limited number of instances is selected to form a reduced training set. The proposed algorithm uses population learning algorithm for selection of instances. The paper includes a description of the proposed approach and results of the validating experiment.

1. Introduction

One of the application areas of instance reduction algorithms is data mining, where the machine learning algorithm is used as a data mining tool. As it has been observed in [1], in the supervised learning, a machine-learning algorithm is shown a training set, which is a collection of training examples called instances. Each instance has an input vector and an output value. After learning from the training set, the learning algorithm is presented with the additional input vectors, and the algorithm must generalize, that is make a decision as to what the output value should be.

It is well known that in order to avoid excessive storage and time complexity, and possibly, to improve generalization accuracy by avoiding noise and overfitting it is often necessary to reduce the original training set by removing some instances before learning phase or to modify the instances using a new representation.
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Usually, instance reduction algorithms are based on distance calculation between instances in the training set. In such a case selected instances, which are placed near the centers of similar instance groups, serve as the reference instances. The approach requires using some clustering algorithms. Other methods, known as similarity-based methods, remove \( k \) nearest neighbors from a given category based on the assumption that all instances from the neighbor will be, after all, correctly classified [2]. The third group of methods eliminate training examples based on a classification test.

Although a variety of instance reduction methods has been so far proposed in the literature, no single approach can be considered superior nor guaranteeing satisfactory results and reduction of the learning error or increased efficiency of the supervised learning. Therefore, the problem of the selection of the reference instances is still open.

In a traditional approach machine learning and data mining algorithms are used based on the assumption that all the training data can be pooled together in a centralized data repository. In the real life there are, however, more and more cases where the data have to be physically distributed due to some constraints. As a consequence recently the distributed data mining has attracted a lot of attention as there are many cases where pooling distributed data for mining is not feasible, due to either huge data volume or data privacy or some other reasons. Applying the traditional data mining tools to discover knowledge from the distributed data sources might not be possible [3]. Hence, knowledge discovery from multi-databases has became an important research field and is considered to be a more complex and difficult task than knowledge discovery from mono-databases [4,5].

A common methodology for distributed machine learning and data mining is of two-stage type – first performing local data analysis and then combining the local results forming the global one [5]. For example, in [6], a meta-learning process was proposed as an additional learning process for combining a set of locally learned classifiers (decision trees in particular) for a global classifier. Another approach to confront the size of datasets is to select out of the distributed databases only the relevant ones. In [7] a relevance measure was proposed to identify relevant databases for mining with an objective to find patterns or regularity within certain attributes.

An interesting solution known as the hierarchical meta-learning was proposed in [8]. Meta-learning starts with a distributed database or set of data subsets from an original database, concurrently runs a learning algorithm on each subset and combines the predictions from classifiers learned from these subsets by recursively learning “combiner” and “arbiter” models in a bottom-up tree manner.

In this paper we propose to deal with the multi-database mining through using an instance reduction approach. The focus is a selection of reference instances
from distributed databases. The goal is to reduce a number of instances in each of the distributes data subsets to enable either pooling the data together and using some mono-database mining tools or effectively applying meta-learning techniques.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed instance reduction algorithm and its application to the mono-dataset and the multi-database case. Section 3 presents the results of the computation experiment carried to validate the approach. Finally, in the last section some conclusions are drawn and directions for future research are suggested.

2. Instance reduction algorithm

2.1. The general idea of algorithm

The idea of the instance reduction algorithm (IRA) was proposed in the earlier paper of the authors, where it was shown that in the case of the artificial neural network the approach can result in reducing the number of instances and still preserving a quality of the data mining results [9]. It has been also demonstrated that in some cases reducing the training set size can increase efficiency of the supervised learning.

The general idea of the proposed algorithm is based on:
- Calculating for each instance from the original set the value of its similarity coefficient.
- Grouping instances into clusters consisting of instances with identical values of this coefficient.
- Selecting the representation of instances for each cluster and removing remaining instances, thus producing the reduced training set.

The suggested instance reduction algorithm aims at removing a number of instances from the original set \( T \) and thus producing the reduced set \( S \). Let \( N \) denote the number of instances in \( T \) and \( n \) – the number of attributes. Total length of each instance (i.e. training example) is equal to \( n+1 \), where the element numbered \( n+1 \) contains the output value. Let also \( X = \{x_{ij}\} \ (i=1,...,N, j=1,...,n+1) \) denote a matrix of \( n+1 \) columns and \( N \) rows containing values of all instances from \( T \). The algorithm involves the following steps:

**Step 1.** Transform \( X \) normalizing value of each \( x_{ij} \) into interval \([0, 1]\) and then round it to the nearest integer, that is 0 or 1.

**Step 2.** Calculate for each instance from the original set the value of its similarity coefficient \( I_i \):

\[
I_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n+1} x_{ij} s_j, \quad i = 1...N ,
\]

where:

\[
s_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_{ij}, \quad j = 1...n+1.\]
**Step 3.** Map instances (i.e. rows from $X$) into clusters denoted as $Y_v$, $v=1...t$. Each cluster contains input vectors with identical value of the similarity coefficient $I_i$ and $t$ is a number of different values of $I_i$.

**Step 4.** Set value of the representation level $K$, which denotes the maximum number of instances to be retained in each of $t$ clusters defined in step 3. Value of $K$ has to be set arbitrarily by the user.

**Step 5.** Select instances to be retained in each cluster. Let $y_v$ denote a number of instances in the cluster $v$, $v = 1...t$. Then the following rules for selecting instances are applied:

- If $y_v \leq K$ and $K > 1$ then $S = S \cup Y_v$.
- If $y_v > K$ and $K = 1$ then $S = S \cup \{x^v\}$, where $x^v$ is a selected reference instance from the cluster $Y_v$, where the distance $d(x^v, \mu^v) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x^v_i - \mu^v_i)^2}$ is minimal and $\mu^v = \frac{1}{y_v} \sum_{j=1}^{y_v} x^v_j$ is the mean vector of the cluster $Y_v$.
- If $y_v > K$ and $K > 1$ then $S = S \cup \{x^v_j\}$, where $x^v_j$ ($j = 1...K$) are reference instances from the cluster $Y_v$ selected by applying the PLA algorithm [10].

### 2.2. Population learning algorithm

The population learning algorithms, introduced in [10], handle population of individuals, which represent coded solutions of the considered problem. Initially, a massive population of individuals, known as the initial population, is generated. The number of individuals in the initial population should be sufficient to represent adequately the whole space of feasible solutions. A sufficient number of individuals relates to the need of, possibly, covering the neighborhood of all of the local optima. Adequate representation of these neighborhoods is related to the need of assuring that the improvement process, originated at the initial stage, should be effective enough to carry at least some individuals to the highest stages of learning. The number of individuals for the particular PLA implementation is usually set at the fine-tuning phase.

Generating the initial population could be simply based on some random mechanism assuring the required representation of the whole feasible solution space. Once the initial population has been generated, individuals enter the first learning stage. It involves applying some, possibly basic and elementary, improvement schemes or conducting simple learning sessions. The improved individuals are then evaluated and better ones pass to the subsequent stage. A strategy of selecting better or more promising individuals must be defined and duly applied. At the following stages the whole cycle is repeated. Individuals are subject to improvement and learning, either individually or through information...
exchange, and the selected ones are again promoted to a higher stage with the remaining ones dropped-out from the process. At the final stage the remaining individuals are reviewed with a view to selecting a solution to the problem at hand.

The PLA algorithm implemented for selection of reference instances maps instances \( x^v \) from \( Y_v \) into \( K \) subset \( D_{vj} \), where the sum of the squared Euclidean distances between each instances \( x^v \) and the mean vector \( \mu_j \) of the subset \( D_{vj} \) is minimal.

Vectors with the minimal distance to the mean vector in subset are selected as \( K \) reference vectors. This selection method can be associated with one of the clustering technique known as \( k \)-means algorithm [2].

The representation of a solution \( p \) is coded as \((K+y_v)\)-element vector, where the first \( K \) positions define how many elements from \( y_v \) are contained in \( K \)-subset, the next \( y_v \) positions represent input vector number from \( Y_v \).

If \( P \) denotes population of individuals and \( M \) denotes size of population, where \( P=\{p_1, p_2, ..., p_M\} \), then fitness of an individual \( p \) can by evaluated as:

\[
J(p) = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \sum_{z\in I} \|p[z] - \mu_j^j\|^2,
\]

where

\[
T = \begin{cases} 
(K, K+p[j]) & \text{if } j = 1, \\
(K + \sum_{i=1}^{j-1} p[i], K + \sum_{i=1}^{j} p[i]) & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( p[z] \) denotes the instance number which is in one of \( K \) subsets, and \( \mu_j^j \) denotes the mean vector of the subset \( j \).

The remaining assumptions for the PLA implementation include:
- An initial population is generated randomly.
- Four improvement methods are used (random local search, PMX crossover [11], local search, tabu search [12,13]).
- There is a common selection criterion for all stages. At each stage, individuals with fitness below the current average are rejected.

The learning/improvement procedures require some additional comments.

The first procedure, random local search modifies an individual changing position randomly selected element (i.e. instance number) in an individual. If the fitness function value has improvement then the change is accepted.

The second improvement procedure involves PMX crossover between an individual and another randomly selected one. The crossover produces an offspring of two individuals, which are evaluated. The best of individuals is retained. If the fitness function value has not improved, then the local search procedure is run.
The local search procedure modifies an individual by changing position of a randomly selected element within an individual. This element, representing the instance number, is allocated to subset, where the Euclidean distance to the mean vector is minimal. If the fitness function value of an individual has improved, then the change is accepted.

The fourth improvement procedure is based on the tabu search algorithm [12,13]. In the first step there is selected an element \( p[i] \) \((i=K+1,\ldots,v)\) within an individual. If the selected element is not on the list containing moves that at current stage are not allowed, then the position of this element within an individual is changed. If the fitness function value of an individual has improved, then the change is accepted. If an individual has not improved, then the change position is repeated for two neighbors elements of \( p[i] \). If in no case the individual has not improved, then \( p[i] \) is added to the list of tabu active moves and by \( s \) iterations positions for \( p[i] \) and neighbors can not be changed. The parameter \( s \) is known as tabu tenure.

The implemented procedure can be run by \( c \) iterations. The both parameters, \( c \) and \( s \) have to be set by the user.
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**Fig. 1.** The architecture of a multi-agent system for multi-database mining

### 2.3. Selection of reference instances from distributed databases

The proposed approach to the multi-database mining includes two stages [4]. The first involves the selection of reference instances from each of the distributed dataset. The second involves integration of the selected data and application of some data mining tools. To perform the above tasks a multi-agent system has been designed and implemented. Its architecture is shown in Fig. 1. In fact the multi-agent metaphor [14] is used in both stages – to solve the
instance selection which is a combinatorial problem and to forward and integrate the distributed instance reference sets.

3. Computational experiment results

To validate the proposed approach it has been decided to carry out an experiment involving comparison of the classifier performance in the case of both: multi-database and mono-database mining. A generalization accuracy was used as a performance criterion. The classification tool used is C 4.5.

The experiment involved dataset from the EUNITE World Competition announced in 2002 [15]. The main target of this competition was to propose an effective tool supporting customer intelligence in the banking sector. The model was needed to estimate customer behavior and to predict whether the client is active or non-active. The available dataset consisted of 24000 instances including 12000 instances of “active” customers and 12000 instances of “non-active” ones. The “Customer Intelligence” problem instance includes 36 values of input attributes and a single value of the output class.

The reported computational experiment was based on the “10 cross validation” approach. At first the available dataset of 24000 instances was randomly partitioned into training and test sets, consisting of 22000 and 2000 instances respectively. The second step involved a random partition of the previously generated training set of 22000 instances into the three independent smaller datasets simulating a multi-database environment with the three distributed and separated databases. Next, each of the three thus obtained datasets was reduced using the proposed IRA approach. The reduction was carried out for 10 different representation levels \( k = \{1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 100, 150, 200\} \). The reduced datasets were then integrated into a training set and the C 4.5 classifier was trained. Ten such trials were run ten times each, using different dataset partitions as the test set for each trial and different representation levels. The above described experiment was repeated three times for the three different dataset partitions into a multi-database. The respective number of instances in each of the dataset partitions were set to (5415, 11150, 5435), (6430, 9210, 6360), and (7010, 9630, 5360).

The experiment results are shown in Tables 1-3 and in Fig. 2. The results have been averaged over all experiment runs carried. Tables 1-2 show accuracy of classification performed on the test set by the trained C 4.5 classifier without pruned leaves, with pruned leaves and with the reduced-error pruning. The results in Table 1 concern the centralized dataset. Table 2 shows the results obtained by applying the IRA to the multi-database. The instances reduction was also executed on the global level after combining the local results. These results are shown in Table 3. Additionally, Fig. 2 depicts accuracy of classification for C 4.5 classifier, with pruned leaves, versus value of the representation level.
Table 1. Average accuracy (%) of C 4.5 results obtained for the centralized dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of the representation level</th>
<th>K=1</th>
<th>K=5</th>
<th>K=10</th>
<th>K=15</th>
<th>K=20</th>
<th>K=25</th>
<th>K=30</th>
<th>K=100</th>
<th>K=150</th>
<th>K=200</th>
<th>Full dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unpruned</td>
<td>54.85</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>63.95</td>
<td>63.55</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>65.75</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>73.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruned</td>
<td>54.85</td>
<td>62.45</td>
<td>64.15</td>
<td>61.35</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>64.85</td>
<td>67.25</td>
<td>69.05</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruned with reduction of error (pruning)</td>
<td>61.85</td>
<td>64.15</td>
<td>64.55</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>64.15</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>69.65</td>
<td>66.55</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>75.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Average accuracy (%) of C 4.5 results obtained for the distributed datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of the representation level</th>
<th>K=1</th>
<th>K=5</th>
<th>K=10</th>
<th>K=15</th>
<th>K=20</th>
<th>K=25</th>
<th>K=30</th>
<th>K=100</th>
<th>K=150</th>
<th>K=200</th>
<th>Full dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unpruned</td>
<td>67.35</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>65.05</td>
<td>68.35</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>69.55</td>
<td>70.95</td>
<td>73.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruned</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>70.54</td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>74.55</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruned with reduction of error (pruning)</td>
<td>58.95</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>65.35</td>
<td>68.65</td>
<td>64.55</td>
<td>71.05</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>70.65</td>
<td>73.45</td>
<td>72.55</td>
<td>75.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Average accuracy (%) of C 4.5 results obtained for the distributed datasets with the additional reduction on the global level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of the representation level</th>
<th>K=1</th>
<th>K=5</th>
<th>K=10</th>
<th>K=15</th>
<th>K=20</th>
<th>K=25</th>
<th>K=30</th>
<th>K=100</th>
<th>K=150</th>
<th>K=200</th>
<th>Full dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unpruned</td>
<td>62.85</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>63.75</td>
<td>66.25</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>66.05</td>
<td>67.85</td>
<td>73.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruned</td>
<td>62.85</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>63.95</td>
<td>65.35</td>
<td>66.35</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>67.95</td>
<td>68.25</td>
<td>70.65</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruned with reduction of error (pruning)</td>
<td>62.85</td>
<td>57.45</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>58.95</td>
<td>64.65</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>69.85</td>
<td>66.85</td>
<td>70.35</td>
<td>75.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the approach produces reasonable and good results and is independent of the location of datasets. For instance, assuming the representation level of 10 for each of the three distributed datasets and pooling the selected instances together into the training set assures classification...
accuracy of 66.2%, whereas for the mono-database (that is the whole database without partition into the three parts) produces the classification accuracy of 64.15%. For example, the instances reduction on the global level results 58% of the classification accuracy. The representation level of 200 for the multi-dataset set results 74.55% and 70.65% of the classification accuracy after the additional reduction on the global level. In the case of the mono-database it produces the classification accuracy of 69.6%. For comparison the accuracy of classification for the full dataset equals 75.7%.

![Fig. 2. Accuracy of classification versus the value of the representation level](image)

On the other hand, Figs. 3 and 4 depict percentage and number of the retained instances versus the value of the representation level. As expected, reducing distributed datasets and pooling together the selected instances produce, for a given representation level, larger datasets than in the case of the corresponding mono-database. For instance, assuming the representation level of 10 for each of the three distributed datasets and pooling the selected instances together into the training set results in selecting 533 instances, whereas in the case of the mono-database 205 instances which amounts to 2.42% and 0.93% of the initial population of instances respectively. For comparison, the additional reduction on the global level results in selection of 186 instances that amounts to 0.85% of the initial population of instances. The representation level of 200 for the multi-dataset results in selecting 3462 instances, whereas in the case of reduction of the mono-database it results in selection of 1322 instances, which amounts to 15.74% and 6.01% of the initial population of instances respectively. The instances reduction on the global level results in selecting 1286 instances which is equal to 5.85%. However, based on the comparison of the obtained results for a similar number of instances retained the distributed approach produces, as a rule, better classification results.
Fig. 3. Percentage of the retained instances versus value of the representation level

Fig. 4. Number of the retained instances versus value of the representation level

Fig. 5. Number of leaves of the decision tree versus value of the representation level

In Fig. 5 the number of leaves of the decision tree versus values of the representation level is shown. The comparison concerns the three reduction cases: multi-database, mono-database and the additional reduction on global level using C 4.5 classifier with pruned leaves. For instance, assuming the
representation level of 200 for the distributed datasets the number of leaves equals 234, whereas in the case of the mono-database 96 leaves. After the reduction on the global level the number of leaves of the decision tree equals 98. These results confirm that reduction of the dataset can lead to a decreased complexity and size of the tree in comparison to the decision tree created based on the full dataset.

4. Conclusions

The paper proposes a simple heuristic approach intended for selection of the reference instances from physically separated and distributed datasets. Instances selected from the distributed databases are pooled together to provide input to data mining tools used in the knowledge discovery processes. Computation experiment results confirm that the proposed approach can be of help when confronting the problem of size of the multi-database.

The suggested algorithm allows selecting important information from many distributed databases, producing a significantly reduced dataset and still assuring a good or very good generalization accuracy on the global level.

The results show that a knowledge representation is less complexity, when created using a reduced dataset. It can result in general profit in the point of view of time computation. This conclusion is true for decision trees and for other machine learning methods.

Computation experiment results confirm also that reducing dataset size still preserves basic features of the analyzing data. Moreover, there are cases where partitioning the mono-database into the corresponding multi-database, and then reducing distributed dataset size and integrating again the selected instances together may improve mining accuracy as compared with a traditional approach. This observation may lead to the development of new data mining tools based on decomposition – integration principle.

The future research will focus on decision rules for finding an appropriate representation level suitable for each cluster allowing different representation levels for different clusters. Another direction of research will focus on validation of other classification tools with a view to overcome a danger of neglecting some important information available at the distributed level.
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